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Group 0: Relatively sharp decline of infections
Group 1: An initial decline, followed by convergence to a plateau
Group 2: A plateau without a signiﬁcant decline during social distancing.
Group 3: Arise, followed by a plateau, and
Group 4: A rise without convergence to a plateau. more?
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To Explain the plateau behavior

• Plateau behavior might be a consequence of unusual initial conditions
(many seeds initiating the infection dynamics) in a near-critical regime
under the SIR model [6]
• Or it is related to the behavioral changes driven by fatality awareness, where
individual protective measures increase with death rates [7]
• On the other hand, the epidemiological data of COVID19 spread during SD
time have complex pattern: exponential growth in certain locations, in some
other better described by power law [8, 4].
Our Goal
We use network models, in which individuals and their social contacts
are explicitly tracked, to reproduce the plateau due to behavioral change
of social distancing measures.
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The Model Setup: an SIR superimposed on the network
an individual i at time t is either susceptible (S), infected (I), or removed from the
infection because of recovery or death (R). During the unit time ∆t an infected
individual i
• Transmission: can infect any of their susceptible neighbors j with
probability β∆t.
• Recovery: or recovers with a probability γ∆t, or die with a probability δ∆t.
• Balanced Initial Condition: The epidemic starts by randomly infecting one
individual. We then advance the simulation until the epidemic grows to 1%
of nodes infected. We then reset the time clock to zero and use this
distribution of infected people, complete with their current infection
timetable, as our initial condition [3].
• Parameterization: The model infection parameters are chosen to describe
the transmission of COVID19 : the recovery associated with natural
recovery, were obtained from the literature, and probability of transmission
is calibrated to biological, behavioral, and epidemiological data coming
from the network structure and effective reproduction number for COVID-19,
Reff = 2.68, CI = [2.59, 2.78] [1].
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Network Structure
1. Erdős-Rényi Random Network
• Poisson Degree distribution
• its result resemble compartmental ODE
Models
2. Barbási-Albert Scale free Network
• Existence of few hubs (fat-taied
distribution)
• low clustering coefﬁcient (tree-like
networks)
3. Spatial Network
• Connection are based on physical
distance
• Proper example for travel ban time
Networks are generated in Networkx1
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Impact of Timing and Duration of SD on Final Epidemic Size

• z∞ as a function of SD timing: starting with the lower of the blue
trajectories and then varying t1 and t2 a contour plot z∞ is presented (darker
shading corresponds to lower values)
X Increasing duration of SD result in a decrease of z∞ .
X The dependence on time to start intervention however is non-monotonic
proving the optimal time to start SD.
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Infection dynamic and kinetics of spread after SD for underlying networks

• Spatial model: a clear power law
growth over time due to local
connections
• Barabási-Albert model: an initial phase
of exponential growth, followed by a
power law, before reaching ﬁnal
epidemic size

Various robustness against edge
removal:
Spatial network the most
“vulnerable” in extinction for the
smallest value of edges removal.

• Hybrid: the growth is more skewed
towards power law behavior
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The effect of SD on different networks
stochastic runs for null networks and their counterparts when edges randomly removed:

• At null case, all networks are characterized by the same pattern of infection
time-series: the infection rises and then falls relatively sharply.
• A different pattern in three out of four cut networks: the infection does not
experience a sharp hump but instead remains relatively ﬂat (nearly constant),
entering a period of plateau- like behavior, before eventually decreasing, panels (a),
(c), and (d), but not in panel (b) which corresponds to scale-free networks.
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Robustness of plateau dynamics to SD level
• Two spatial networks with the mean degree 10 and m 20 as an estimate for
the real world contact networks [8].
• For each of 100 runs, an epidemic growth was simulated until 1%
prevalence, at which point SD starts.
• Plateau dynamics took place for SD level within certain bounds; for very
small SD level, the plateau length was signiﬁcantly short, and for very large
level, epidemic failed to spread.
Infection Time-series v.s. SD
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Robustness of plateau dynamics to timing of SD
• Assuming a hybrid network, characterized by a mixture of local (spatial)
connections and long-range connections.
• SD starts by removing all of the non-local connections and 50% local
connections.
• Comparing the result for start SD at 1% prevalence (solid line) and 0.1%
prevalence (dashed line): a well deﬁned plateau in the latter case whereas
in the former case a “peak and decay” dynamics becomes pronounced.
Infection dynamic for various timing of SD
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Conclusion
• The infection spreads according to a power law, and we have a
prolonged plateau if NPI is implemented relatively early during the
epidemic, such as in West Coast states, and much less
pronounced if NPI are started later, such as New York.
• The plateau occurs because during strict social distancing,
infection spread follows nearly 1D transmission corridors,
compared to spread in 2D before distancing. But they transitions
into a decline phase without any further need of NPI.

Limitation and future works
• Uncertainty about the exact contact structure in our societies:
which can also differ from location to location. Possible to test it
with more detailed data on human contacts during social
distancing.
• Uncertainty about the data interpreting COVID19: Though unlikely:
the observed plateau could in principle also be explained by the
limited availability of tests as true infection levels rise.
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Future work: Implementation on Real World Network
• The synthetic network statistically match the 150, 000 individuals living in
71, 000 households in New Orleans, and visiting additional locations [2].
• Each edge of the network is
1. labeled with {H(ome), S(chool), W(ork), SH(opping), O(ther)}
2. weighted by the time spent on these contacts per day:

W
: fraction of the day two colleagues i and j have a contact
Ti,j

3. Time of contact to cause spreading infection is 15 minutes (= 0.01 of day) [5],
therefore, we remove all edges with weight of less than 0.01.

Real Network Visualization and Degree Distribution
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